
AZI GERMANY is preparing now to fight the 

Second World War within the borders of the 
United States. 

With his Italian and Japanese allies of the 

fascist axis, Hitler has woven over the Americas from 

Arctic to Antarctic a sinister web of espionage un- 

paralleled in modern times. 

The ring’s agents are not’ alone ‘the’ secret service 

men and women of 1914 or of romanticized spy fiction: 

For the espionage of the triple. alliance is today totali- 

tarian. espionage, as war against. Spain or ‘China is 

totalitarian: war. 

True, thousands of, agents in the pay of Hitler, Tl 

Duce and the Mikado steal army’ plane blueprints, fix 

the range ‘and location of anti-aircraft batteries pro- 

tecting the: main citiés of the nation, sound and chart 

the coast line and Harbors’ of the continent for the sub- 
marines and bombing plane carriers of the combined 
fleets of the alliance, obtain copies of each new auto- 

matic rifle,,drawings of each new destroyer, the secrets 

of a new anti-tank field piece. 

espionage, the Nazis adda flood of anti-demo- 

cratic propaganda aimed at the creation of. civil 
disorder; a dummy corporation to buy Anticosti Island 

in the mouth of the St.: Lawrence ag an air base for 
attack on Toronto} Chicago, Detroit, Boston, New York 

(the island lies about 800 miles north of New York), 

B= to the traditional machinations of military 

Posters proclaiming Anschluss for Patagonia; armed 

revolt in Brazil, in Chile, in Mexico; another air’ base 

built by their Japanese allies in: Bolivia, within’ striking 
distance of the Panama Canal. 

The drilling of armed Bund storm troopers in Camp 

Seigfreid (old Camp Yaphank, Long Island training 

ground for’ American’ troops in 1917); an intercontinen- 

tal network of German and Italian air lines from the 

Rio Grande south (for peaceful transport work, now), 

The Nazi propaganda bombs of anti-Semitism 
mouthed over the radio by Father Coughlin are of a 

plece with the incendiary bombs carried by ‘agents: in 
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military and inauetilal’ tants who are ready for un- 

precedented destruction when the signal ig flashed from 

Berlin, in the het’ of totalitarian espionage. 

day, for. all, to: read. Though not in their official 

speeches, thé representatives of the American He- 

publics faced and discussed these things at Lima. 

The’ exposire of the’ hooded Cagoulard conspiracy 
am France, the trials of Nazi and Trotzkyite agents in 
Moscow and Barcelona, did: yeoman service in illustrating 
the» workings’ of ithe type of propaganda-sabotage- 

espionage Cabal we face)in the Americas. 

Pi of these charges lies in the news of the 

Uncle Sam’s cracking of one of the Nazi spy rings 
in New ‘York woke tillidns ‘to the nearness of the fas= 
cist menace, ‘The indictment of 18 members of that 
ring, including’ four officers high in the Berlin Ministry 
of War; tlie trial, conviction and sentencing of Jahanna: 
Hofmann, Oto Voss, Eric Glaser’and Guenther Rumrich, 
constitute an irivaluable source book for those who 
would study what’ Hitler is ‘doing BY and plans for the 
United States. 

And, as United’ States Attomey Lamar Hardy, who 
prosecuted the ring in the seven-week-long sensational 
tial, says: ? oo 

“Phis case’ has, just ‘sctatehed the surface of the 
espionage carried: on oy other’ German rings ue ii 

country.” 
There is machi more to coire 

\ ie 

l ) NCLE SAM hds sfugh taken up. the aitecis of dee 

fense.. » Mexico; Chile; ; Brazil, Colombia, - 

Swinton ajong in the same’ direction. 

The United: States District Court in the Canal Zone 
will soon see: the’ trial of four more Nazi agents. Ingebord 

Guttman, ‘Hang Schakow, Gishert Gross and’Edward R. 
Kuhrig) were aught within Canal Zone. fortifications— 

the fortifications that ee the prelnes of enacons 

naval’ defense, 

In Los Angeles, Kart ‘Drtimmond, young American- 
born employe of the. ‘Douglas Aircraft Corporation, is 

wider indictment for’ stealing 150 photographs and 15 

blueprints of secret United States Navy experimental > 
hitent that) they should’ be: used’ to 

  

planes “with the 
the advantage: of a foreign ‘nation, to, wit, Japan. ft 

Through Druminona’s: arrest, the Federal Bureau 

of ‘Investigation has .cracked the center of a ring of 
more than:40 Japanese and Nazi agents who have been 

operating on. a big scnle.in California since the signing 
of the so-called “anti-Comintern pact! ‘between the two 

nations. Pa) z i 

Much. of: this: wills come» out in’ open court when, 

Drummond goes: to- trial: 

Other public moves. will further increase the stove 
of information dvailable to the) public: on the question 

of Nazi espionage; New York and other cities are con- 

sidering. the curbing. of docking facilities afforded the 

Nazi steamship. linés, The: Nazi ships are convenient 
ficating offices for ther spy rings: 

There ‘is ‘a possibility that Uncle Sam will cancel 
the lucrative.mail contracts now held by German lines, 

When Congress ‘convenes’ thére will “be legislation 
to strengthen’ the inadequate ‘spy-fighting apparatus of* 

the FBI, Army G-2 and Naval Intelligence! 

The; very: nature ‘of ‘a Spy: apparatus, such a8, that : 

of Nazi Germany: {s such that, its full ramifications may, 

never be*known. And there are far too, many American 
- Tories: in high’ places whose kinship to ‘German fascism 

‘catises. them to obstruct’ the’ uncovering of the Nazi 

conspiracy. i 

But) enough is known, to flatly state! that the danger 

of Nazi ‘totalitarian espionage should arouse the nation, 

to action. Sy : 4 i 

Because ‘not lendughia is ‘yet known, each: new bit of 
evidence has real FE ee ee 

{ 

HE recent trial of the: New York Nazi spy ‘ting 

| named ‘as ‘three’ of the directors of that par- 
ticular’ ring, Captain Lieutenant Udo yon Bonin, 

Captain Lieutenant’ Erich: Pfeiffer and Karl Schiuter. 

A new fact, printed here for the first time, is that 

von Bonin and Pfeiffer directed, from Germany, the 

espionage © activities against England: and the. United 

States ‘in 1914. % 

More dipoxtent ‘still, Kath Scbluter ee be. ‘one. of 
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military and industrial plants who are ready for un- precedented destruction: when the signal is flashed | from Berlin, in the net of totalitarian espionage, 

ROOF of these charges lies in the news of the 
day, for all to: read. Though not in their official 
Speeches, the representatives of the American Re- 

publics faced and discussed. these things at Lima. 
The’ exposure of the’ hooded Cagoulard conspiracy: 

in France, the trials of Nazi and Wrotzkyite agents in 
Moscow and Barcelona, did: yeoman service in illustrating 
the’ workings of the type of Propaganda-sahotage- 
espionage cabal we face’ in’ the Americas, 

Uncle Sam's cracking: of one of the Nazi Bpy rings 
in New York: woke milliéns to the nearness of, the! fas- cist menace. The indictment of 18° members of 'that ving, including four: officers: high in he Berlin “Ministry of War; the trial, conviction and sentencing of Jahanna Hofmann, Opto Voss, Eric Glaser and Guenther Rumrich,: ~ constitute ‘an invaluable source book for those ‘who 
would study what’ Hitler. is doing to! and plans for, the United States, ry) 

And, as United States Attomey Lamar Hardy, who Prosecuted ‘the ring in the seyen-week-long sensational tal, says: F : 

“This case has. just’ scratched the surface of’ the espionage carried on “by yother’ German rings in this 
country... - 4 . 7 sore 

There is much’ moré’ to. ‘come, 
‘ of 

fense.... Mexico, Chile,” Brazil, 
swinging aJong in the same direction. 

The United States District Court in the Canal Zone 
Will soon see thetrial of four more Nazi agents, Ingebord Guttman, Hang Schakow, Gisbert Gross and Edward R, 

U NCLE SAM hs ‘just taken up the cudgels of de- 

Kuhrig: were caught within’ Canal Zone fortifications— 
the fortifications: that, protect the lifeline ‘of America's naval defense, i i y : i 

In. Los Angeles, Kay} ‘Drummond, young American- born employe of the Douglas Aircratt Corporation, is under indictment for stealing 150 photographs and) 15 blueprints of. secret, Un ited -§ tes N; experimenta planes “with~ euintese iene ould’ be, used” 
the advantage of a foreign nation, to Wit, Japan.” ~ it 7 

   
   

  

  

Through Drummond's: arrest, the Federal Eureau 
of Investigation has ‘cracked the center of ® ring! of 
more than 40 Japanese and. Nazi agents who have been 
operating on a big scale.in California since the signing. 
of the so-called. “anti-Comintern pact” between the two — nations. ay 

Much of this will come: out in‘ open ‘court when 
Drummond goes to trial. 

Other public moves, will further increase the store. 
of information available to the public! on the question 
of Nazi espionage. New York and other cities are con~= 
sidering the curbing. of docking facilities afforded the 
Nazi steamship lines: “The Nazi Ships are convenient 
ficating offices for the. spy rings. 

There is 2 possibility that Uncle Sam will cancel 
the lucrative mail contracts now held by German lines. . , 

When Congress ‘convenes there will ‘be legislation 

the FBI, Army G-2)and:'Naval Intelligence, 

to strengthen the inadequate spy-fighting apparatus of? ° 

The, very nature) of .a spy apparatus 
of Nazi Germany is such that, its full tamifications may, 
never be known. And there are far too} many American 
Tories in high places whose kinship to German fascism 
causes them to obstruct’ the uncovering of the Nazi 
conspiracy. x i rs , 

But enough is:-known to flatly state) that the danger 
of Nazi totalitarian espionage should arouse. the nation 
to action. eatin Hie ite ieee ig: 

Because not enough is yet’ known, each new bit of 
evidence has real importance. ep 4 
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HE recent trial of the: New York Nazi spy ‘xing 
named as ‘three of, the directors of that par= 
ticular. ring, Captain Lieutenant Udo yon Bonin, 

Captain Lieutenant Erich: Pfeiffer and) Karl Schluter, 
A new fact, printed here: for the first time, is that 

von Bonin and Pfeiffer directed, from Germany, the 
espionage activities against England and. the TWnitad 

Colombia, are) 
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Schlutz, dread chief of the Hol iVehme in the ‘days be- 
fore the ascendancy of Der ‘Fuehrer, : 

now the Gestapo, the special secre 
i ae Saree in Germany, The Gestape super- 

yises everything—the army, the police, the age 

troopers. It spies upon the spies. It is the ultima: 

authority. ; ‘ ‘ 

The record of Schluter, alins Schluiz, allas Schlueter, 
alias Schiutermann, never before revealed, can ‘be pieced 
together something as follows: . 

As secretary to Franz von Papen: in. the Soren 
Embassy in Wushington during the world. war, he one 
Organize the sabotage ring which blew wp the arsen 
at Kingsland and engineered the disastrous Black: Tom 

explosion, - i : 

He bungled a secret service job in Paris in 1927 and 
was seht to Helgoland, where he made the acquaintance 
of Fritz Weisemann, now Hitler’s. personal adjutant. 

Weidemann got him back in the good) graces of ine 

Reichswehr. and S¢hluter: began to rise in the inner 
circles of th ai Party. a: 

" series of mysterious, horrible murders 
were traced <0 Schiuter (then ‘called: Schlutz), Let 
Robert King, réporter for Paris Soir, one of the world’s 

largest newspapers, describe the “trial: 

   

    

HEN- Lieutenant ‘Dheodore Schultz made his 
W “appearance on the) siand, a shiver ran through 

» the courtroom... 3), _ 
_ Here he is. Suddenly you understand that he 

is the ‘soul of the Holy Vehme (the secret inner-terrorist 
organization adopted by the Nazis to maintain secrecy). 
He is good-looking, cat-like, just a bit feminine. A wide 
‘mouth, hut thin, tight-Jipg. A ruthless chin and the 
eyes of a fatal woman. The killer, but not. the Amer- 
ican finger-man type: the high-class kiler, the killer 
for. pleasure,. the beautiful,. frightful, threatening beast 

“of (prey... 355 Seve iy dieph He Lt 

“He did not even*deignh'to deténd hiniself. 
“The Public prosecutor madea Jong recital of the 

crimes of which Lieut. Schultz, and, his secret, associa- tion were accused. ‘ 
“On Aug. 12, 1927, the cadayer of a certain. Brauer 

was discovered. The ‘body had been ‘tied up with cord 
and flung into a bag. The medical. office said that he had been Killed with the blows of a contuding weapon, After the execution, Koyalowski, 2 member of the Vehme, went..to Berlin'by car to: inform Lieut. Schultz that his orders had been:executed,! E 

      

Brauer 4 merely said at the 
: a. pots reel tenis ‘ 
sub Daud, aged-25, was found near the village of Daltetz, two bullets throughthe back.of his head. 

“Daud, Schultz déigneti 
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~him executed. 
My sty eke 

3 “A certain Leguer, was found with his. veins opened, . bleeding like a: stuck pig, in the dépths of a clump of woodland. Ks pRB Tate, 
' “Fe looked Suspicious!" said Schultz calmly. We got him drunk at atcafe, when. We searched him, we found in*his ypocket 

#* membership card’ in a Socialist 
We executed him, 

“A butcher's assistant Was ‘found with @ hatchet in \ his head. His grave was dug beforehand and he had been buried standing up so that the body would be 

  

more difficult'to find, as 
SAS “suspect, Schultz. explained, No special reason for suspicion, but a member of the Vehme, of the Black Reichswehr which prepared in secret: the reyenge of Germany, should be above: suspicion. ; 
‘Anyway, 0 er warned. When they ‘enter «Tanks, T,tell theriit” eee 
‘“Ariyone“ who dares to; mention our activity to ‘anyone’ willbe killed.....We will execute. without Dity “anyone” who allows himself to Say. the’ slightest, word 

  

** about our organization, even: to is mother, his<wife or ‘his mistress. ‘The Vehme does not pardon} » 5 
Schultz (or Schluter) was! condenined ‘to aie. Presi ‘dent’ Hindenburg, already ‘working with the Nazis)\ctom- ‘Tnuted the sentence.» In two yenrs he! was out,’ ‘ahero _ of the Nazi movements) 38) 2S their Bead as 

+ = Tt-was expected that Schjuter would at, least’ be- come 4 Minister’ when Hitler, became Reich Chancellor, , But he was never heard of—except once He. ; Sup- posed, to have helped organize the terrible blood’ purge 
of June 30, 1934, when Hitler had Roehme and other of his storm troop leaders, slaughtered, 
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OW this man of blood, terror, intrigue. and secret 
“murder is one of those directing the Hitler con 
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the 
AZ1L GERMANY is preparing now to fight 

Second World War within the borders of 

_ United States. 

With his Italian and Japanese allies of the 

Yascist axis, Hitler has woven over the Americas from 

Arctic to Antarctic a sinister | web of espionage un- 

paralleled in modern times. 

The ring’s agents are not alone the’ secret service 

men and women of 1914 or of romanticized spy fiction. 

For the espionage of the triple alliance is today totali- 

tarian espionage, as -war against- Spain. or China_ is 

totalitarian: war. 

True, thousands of. agents in the pay of Hitler, 1 

Duce and the Mikado steal army plane blueprints, fix 

the range and location of anti-aircraft batteries pro- 

tecting the: main cities of the nation, sound and chart 

the coast line and harbors of the continent for the sub- 
marines -and bombing plane carriers of the combined 

fleets of the alliance, obtain copies of each new -auto- 

matic rifle, drawings of each new destroyer, the secrets 

of a new anti-tank field piece. 

UT to the traditional machinations of military 

espionage, the Nazis add a flood of anti-demo- 

L eretie propaganda aimed at the creation of. civil 

disorder; a dummy corporatiom to buy Anticosti Island 

in the mouth of the St.: Lawrence as an air base for 
attack on ‘Toronto, Chicago, Detroit, Boston, New York 

(the island lies about. 800 miles north of New. York). 

Posters proclaiming Anschluss for Patagonia; armed 

revolt in Brazil, in Chile, in Mexico; another air base 
built by their Japanese allies in Bolivia, within striking 

distance of the Panama Canal. 

The drilling of armed Bund storm troopers in Camp 
Seigfreid (old Camp Yaphank, Long Island training 

ground for’ American’ troops in 1917); an intereontinen- 

tal network of German and Italian air lines from the 

Rio Grande south (for peaceful transport work, now). 

The Nazi propaganda bombs of anti-Semitism 

mouthed over the radio by Father Coughlin are of a 

piece with the incendiary bombs carried by agenis in 

Guttman, Hans Schakow, Gisbert Gross ‘and ‘edward R. 

Kuhrig were Caught within Canal Zone fortifications— 

the fortifications that. PEO the es of America’s 

naval defenise. : 

In Los Angeles, Karl ‘Drummond, young American- 

born employe of the. “Douglas Aircraft Corporation, is 

under indictment for stealing 150 photographs and 15 

blueprints of secret United States Navy experimental 
planes “with the intent that they should be _ used to 
the advantage of a foreign sation, fo. wit, Japan.” 

‘Through “prummona’ ‘S:arrest, the Federal Pureau 

of Investigation has cracked the center of a ring of 

more than 40 Japanese and Nazi agents who haye been 

operating on a big scale.in California since the signing 

of the ‘so-called. “anti-Comintern pactie pee the two 
nations. i i 

Much of- this -will*comé out in open court when, 

Drummond goes to trial. 

Other public moves, will further. increase the store 
of information available to the public on the question 

of Nazi espionage. New York and other cities are con- 

sidering the. curbing of docking facilities ‘afforded the 

Nazi steamship lines. The Nazi ships are convenient 

ficating offices for the Spy Tings:- 

There ‘is 2 possibility that Uncle Sam will cancel 

the lucrative mail contracts now held: by German lines. 

When Congress convenes there will be Jégislation 

to ‘strengthen. the inadequate=spy-fighting » apparatus Be 

the FBI, Army. G-2 and Naval Intelligence. 

The very: nature of a Spy apparatus, Sich 25, ae ‘ 
of Nazi Germany. is such that its full rant fications may. 

never be-known. And there are far too many American 

. Tories in high plates whose Janship to German. fascism 
causes them to obstruct’ the: uncovering of ‘the Nazi 

conspiracy. 
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HE recent ‘trial of the: New York Nazi spy ring 
named ‘as ‘three of the directors of that par- 
ticular. ring, Captain Lieutenant Udo von Bonin, 

Captain Lieutenant Erich: Pfeiffer and Karl. Schluter. 

A new fact, printed here for the first time, is that 

von Bonin and Pfeiffer directed, from Germany, the 
espionage activities _ against England and the. United 
States in 1914. i 

More important: ‘still, “Karl Schluter ees be. ‘one. “of 

the little inner circle; close to Hitler who guide the world 
activities of Nazi. espionage. ; 
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I ‘posed, to. have helped | organize the terrible plood puree 

of June 30, 1934, when Hitler had Roehme and other of 

aSh storm eg leaders, slaughtered. 

For a comparison of the records of the Federal Bu- 

yeau of Investigation With police records’ of pre- Hitler 

Germany, now: hidden’ in Paris, reyeal -that Schiuter, 

who. traveled between Germany and New York #5 2 

humble, steward on the liner ‘Europa, directing the ac-_ 
tivities .of the spy ring, is identical with ‘Theodore 
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row this man of- blood, terror, aAtHRIe! ‘and secret 

murder is one of those directing the Hitler con- 
spirators who have wormed their way into the 

factories, the offices, the armed services of ue United 
States. > * 

“Twice he narrowly escaped arrest by our G-men. If 

he. ever “sets foot on American SOI, and is caught, he 
as to Jail for 2 long, lo iL 

    

America is not aftaid of his kind: The eriblics 

of the Western Hemisphere; the Land ef the. Free and 

‘the Home of the Brave in the lead, wilt defeat the as- 
‘sault of Naz;~ “fascist and Japanese agenis. 

But it will take action, education and ab aroused 
public detern ‘ation.


